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Monak ERP
An Integrated Enterprise
Information Systems Solution

Powered by:

Enterprise Resource Planning

Elevate your organization’s performance with Monak
which is designed to enhance the productivity, and
profitability within your business. Monak comes with
the latest technology to provide great value and
flexibility to its users by delivering solutions that
increase user productivity and reduce overall costs.
Get this end to end enterprise management solution to
streamline your operations, manage your resources
with insight, and springboard your company to the
next level through competitive advantage that can
make the difference in the essential growth of your
business.
Monak offers ease of integration, high performance
and reliability that forward-thinking companies rely on
to increase profitability and seize the competitive
advantage. Enjoy robust financial, operational and
customer relationship management features and
capabilities that will successfully accelerate your
business expansion.
With Monak, you have the much-needed command to
adapt speedily and cost effectively to changing
business scenarios, market and industry requirements.
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MonakERP Modules
CRM

HRMS

Help Desk

Customer Relationship
Management

Human Resource
Management System

Customer Support
System

Payroll

Accounting

Dashboards

Complete Automation
of Employee Salaries

Full Accounting & Payment
Automation

Performance Analytics

Asset Management

Projects

Process Integration

Manage business assets
efficiently

Full Project Management
Automation

Integrate all business units
and functions

Workflow

Point of Sale

Purchases & Inventory

Integrated Workflow
Solution

Retail Engagement
Solution

Automated Procurement
Process

Collaborate & Work

Website and Content
Management

Business Intelligence

Full Customizable Workflow
Integration

Manage Website and Content
Effectively

Report Analytics for better
performance
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FINANCE MODULE
Streamline time consuming accounting
processes with Monakbiz’s powerful set of tools
which enables you confidently manage complex
business, finances, and comply with regulations.
This module meets all the accounting and
financial needs of an organization. Finance
module gathers financial data from various
functional departments and generates valuable
financial reports such as Trial Balance, Profit &
Loss Account and Balance Sheet.
With Monak Solutions, your company can significantly advance the strategic alignment and
efficiency of financial administration, human
resource and operational redundancies.

General Ledger
The General Ledger module is the foundation of
your accounting system, with flexibility that
meets the current and future financial
management requirements of organizations of
all types and sizes. It provides a robust feature set
designed to handle your most demanding
budgeting and processing needs. General
Ledger fully integrates with all modules and is
the key to maximizing the efficiency and
accuracy of your financial data.

Budgets and Cost Centers
Eliminate the guesswork in distributing
company expenses, reduce administrative time
and costs while accurately measuring resource
consumption. Built-in process controls help you
eliminate errors by creating allocation rules
while providing the flexibility to distribute and
redistribute allocations for new and existing
accrued transactions.
You are also able to break down expenditure
based on the various cost centers to establish
which cost centers are bringing the most returns
on investment.
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Banking and Payments
This enables you to quickly and accurately
reconcile all of your bank accounts, as well as
perform bank transactions with pinpoint
accuracy. This integrates seamlessly with the
other financial modules for automatic cash
transactions and secure record keeping that
flows through your entire system. You are able to
reconcile your banking transactions at the
simple click of a mouse.

Billing
This provides robust accounting features to
streamline your entire cash flow process and
help you save money. Accounts Receivables,
help you manage your customers and fine-tune
customer relations by keeping track of important
sales information and outstanding balances.
Accounts Payable facilitate rapid entry of vendor
invoices, flexible cash disbursement. Purchase
and Sale invoices helps to manage both your
supplier and customer invoices respectively. The
billing feature also helps in managing Payment
Requests, Payment Entries. Billing also comes
with the Point of Sales (PoS) which helps to
record sales of merchandise. The main interface
resembles a cash register displaying items
purchased, total due from customer, sales tax,
and their change. The user simply selects an item

to be sold and clicks the appropriate button.
Inventories and Sales Totals can be tracked and
reports provide this information instantly.

• Option to choose different depreciation
methods.
• Options to enter units of each Assets.
• Option to know the Unit of Measure (UoM) of
each asset.
• Tracking the Insurance Company, Policy
number, insurance amount, expiry dates etc.
• Attaching jpeg pictures of each asset.
• Disposal of Assets.
• Paperless office.
• Write off assets.
• Location Transfer.

Reports and Analytics
Reports and trend analytics available under
the Accounts module include:

Fixed Assets Management
Keep track of all the company’s fixed assets by
location
and
movement,
maintain
a
Depreciation accounts for tangible assets
(laptops, copiers, production machines, and
other business equipment), automatically
calculating depreciation and tax deductions,
eliminating the need for off-line spreadsheets.
This allows for:
• Asset Tracking by Category.
• Asset Tracking by Location.
• Asset Tracking by Serial Number.
• Automatic posting of Depreciations.

• Trial Balances
• Balance Sheets
• Cash Flow Statements
• Profit and Loss Statements
• Gross Profit
• Budget Variance Reports
• Purchase Invoice Trends
• Sales Invoice Trends
• Asset Analysis
• Asset Depreciation Ledger
• Asset Depreciations and Balances
• Profitability Analysis
• Payment Period Based On Invoice Date
• Sales Partners Commission
• Item-wise Sales Register
• Item-wise Purchase Register
• Accounts Receivable Summary
• Accounts Payable Summary
• Customer Credit Balance.

HUMAN RESOURCE
MANAGEMENT
Success and growth are by-products of apt
administration of a company’s work force.
Management can automate HR and compliance
activities with Monakbiz’s powerful human
resources (HR) and payroll solution which enable
you to easily process and track payroll, manage
employee attendance, leave and training and
also manage employee relationships with better
understanding. The Human Resources (HR)
Module covers the processes linked to managing
a team of co-workers.

Payroll
This is a comprehensive payroll management
solution that offers seamless integration to
Employee Attendance, Leave Tracking and
general Ledger. It allows for extensive and
flexible salary structure definitions, payroll policy
definitions including earnings, allowances,
benefits, bonuses, commissions, deductions. It
also comes with robust tax compliance reporting
and analysis, excellent tracking of employee
hours and accrual balances, multilevel security,
and options that provide maximum control and
flexibility with the tools and reports you need for
strategic planning.

Time and Attendance
This application offers easy setup, management,
and monitoring of multiple variations of
employee attendance plans. You can track
absence and potentially uncover cost savings for
your organization, identify reasons for
unscheduled employee absences, reduce data
entry time by pushing the responsibility for time
reporting to the employee, and manage all areas
of
absence
tracking
and
reporting.
Incident-based time off and regular time off can
be automatically recorded and then used both
for employee reporting and payroll calculations.
Snapshot overviews of employee attendance
providing you with additional insights.
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Leave Management
Take control of leave management with
Monakbiz’s leave management application.
Monak automatically accrues the annual leave
days and provide detailed leave records for all
leave types.
It will exclude the non-working days and
calculate the number of leaves. It allows
employees to apply for leave and automatically
send to their supervisors for approval and then
subsequently to the HR for final approval all
without a sheet of paper being used ultimately
contributing to printing cost savings.

Training Management
This enables you to Schedule seminars,
workshops, conferences etc. and invite
employees to attend these events by sending a
notification to the employee notifying them of
the scheduled training with Email Alerts. After
completion of the training, results can be stored
based on the Feedback received from the Trainer.

Appraisal
This enables companies quickly and accurately
measure employee output and contributions
based on preset Key Performance Indicator’s
against which work performance is compared.
This module helps reduce the supervisor bias
and inefficiencies which leaves a lot of
employees happy. You can manage Employee
Appraisals by creating an Appraisal Template for
each role with the parameters that define the
performance by giving appropriate weightage to
each parameter.

Reports
HR reports include:
• Employee Leave Balance
• Employee Birthday
• Employees working on a holiday
• Employee Information
• Payroll Report
• Salary / Bank Advice
• Pension Report
• PAYE Report
• Monthly Attendance Sheet
• Vehicle Expenses
• Employee Daily Work Summaries.

CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIP
MANAGEMENT (CRM)
The CRM module comes with the much needed
capabilities and integration to cultivate positive
customer relationships for profitable results.
Monak CRM assists individuals and teams by
centralizing contact & calendar information,
increasing communication effectiveness, and
improving individual and team productivity. It
empowers the sales team to close more deals
and your customer support team to handle
requests accurately and effectively. Automation
of key activities, refined analytical tools, efficient
communications, and improved customer
relations all translate to a shorter sales cycle,
higher sales revenue, and increased profits.

Sales Analysis and Support
This is a solution that manages all aspects of your
sales cycle and automates key sales functions
including account, leads and opportunity
management,
quotation
and
proposal
generation, scheduling, and forecasting and
reporting. CRM helps you develop and execute
meaningful marketing programs that drive
results and measure return on investment (ROI)
for your marketing campaigns, deliver a
high-quality customer experience by utilizing
cutting-edge issue tracking and resolution tools
needed to quickly resolve customer issues. Track
and resolve support issues more quickly with
instant access to relevant customer data,
including products purchased, ticket and defect
history, and maintenance contract status making
each customer interaction effective and positive.
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Communication Management
With the costs of acquiring new customers being
five to ten times higher than retaining them,
cultivating lasting relationships and customer
loyalty is a critical necessity. CRM enhances
constant communication with customers and
makes them feel valued.

Reports
Monak CRM comes with analytical tools
and full-scale marketing campaign management that provides insight on who your
most profitable customers are and how you
can shorten the sales cycle. Some of the
reports that can be generated include Lead
Details, Sales Funnel, Prospects Engaged
but Not Converted, Minutes to First
Response for Opportunity, Inactive
Customers, Campaign Efficiency, and Lead
Owner Efficiency Increased.

PROJECT MANAGEMENT
Monak comes integrated with a project
management module that helps you manage
your Projects by breaking them into Tasks and
allocating them to different people. This helps
your company to achieve the operational edge
that put you in control of managing projects
with exceptional flexibility by preventing cost
overruns and maximizing bottom-line savings.
Project managers and supervisors can check project
status and profit points at any time,
accurately enter and track expenses with multilevel
approvals and workflow options to support your
internal procedures and organizational structure.
Generate daily Timesheet Summary and track
project stock accurately.

MARKETING AND SALES
MANAGEMENT
Revenue from sales is the live blood for
commercial organizations. Monak provides a
comprehensive and integrated sales and service
solution that can help you simplify the entire
order-to-cash cycle, deliver orders on time, and
benefit from profitable sales and interaction
channels to help accelerate processes, reduce
operational costs, boost productivity, and
increase sales and profit margins while
improving customer satisfaction.
It helps your organization to efficiently manage
the complete sales order cycle, as well as all post
sales activities. Monak also supports a wide
range of customer focused processes - from
selling products and professional services to
delivering services and handling aftermarket
processing of warranty claims, service orders,
and returns.

Point Of Sales
Monak Point Of Sale module is a very simple, yet
powerful tool used to record sales of
merchandise. The main interface resembles a
cash register displaying items purchased, total
due from customer, sales tax, and their change (if
any). The user simply selects an item to be sold
and clicks the appropriate seller button.
Inventories and Sales Totals can be tracked and
reports provide this information instantly. Item
prices and inventory data is protected by
passwords.

Items and Pricing
This feature of Monak allows you to manage
items, product bundles and price lists, groups
item into various categories, set both purchase
and sales prices for items as well as set shipping
pricing rules for items.
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Reports
Among the reports that come by default
with this module are:
• Sales Analytics
• Sales Funnel
• Customer Acquisition and Loyalty
• Quotation Trends
• Sales Order Trends
• Lead Details
• Customer Addresses And Contacts
• Ordered Items To Be Delivered
• Sales Person-wise Transaction Summary
• Item-wise Sales History
• Inactive Customers
• Available Stock for Packing Items
• Pending Sales Order Items for Purchase
Request
• Customer Credit Balance

PROCUREMENT /
PURCHASING
MANAGEMENT
Maximize cost savings for all expenditure with
Monak which supports your business
regardless of your industry. With one complete
and integrated procurement solution, you can
manage end-to-end procure-to-pay and logistics
business processes for complete business cycles
– from self-service requisitioning to flexible
invoicing and payment. This solution can also
help you optimize the physical flow of materials.
This module comes with forecasting and
automated procurement capabilities, which
enable you to automatically generate purchase
orders and warehouse transfers based on your
inventory requirements. Enables you to track
overhead costs and optimal purchase levels for
vendors, and combine orders so you receive
maximum discounts from your vendors as you
minimize your overhead costs. It utilizes seasonal
cycles, sales history, and lead times to forecast
the appropriate inventory levels and minimize
carrying costs while maximizing efficiency
throughout your supply chain.
Supply chain management helps you minimize
carrying costs while ensuring sufficient product
availability. Automated supply chain and
warehouse management processes integrate
solidly with demand forecasting to maximize
inventory control and profits. With features that
support multi warehouse configurations as well
as multisite customers, Monak is optimized for a
wide variety of distributors and manufacturers.
Specially
designed
features
include
comprehensive inventory demand forecasting,
flexible sales and returns processing, and
automated procurement. Monak enables you to
strategically manage every aspect of the distribution cycle, from purchasing all the way
through sales, with unparalleled efficiency and
control.

Reports
Among the reports that can be generated
under this module are; Purchase Analytics,
Supplier-Wise Sales Analytics, Purchase
Order Trends, Supplier Scorecard, Supplier
Scorecard Variable , Supplier Scorecard
Criteria, Supplier Scorecard Standings ,
Items to be Requested, Requested Items To
Be Ordered, Material Requests for which
Supplier Quotations are not created,
Item-wise Purchase History, Supplier
Addresses and Contacts.
Monak | Alphamonak Solutions Limited
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HEALTHCARE
Monak Healthcare helps you manage your hospital, efficiently by scheduling Patient Appoinments, capturing Vitals and managing medication and investigations and recording Patient
Encounters. Easily pull out a Patient's Medical
History anytime to review the patient's past
conditions and treatments and provide effective,
high quality care. It also comes with a Laboratory
module with predefined templates for recording
common Lab Tests. This all in one solution also
comes integrated with SMS and email Alerts out
of
the
box
to
allow
for
easy
communication with patients.
Monak Healthcare helps you define templates
for Clinical Procedures, schedule appointments
for procedures and also record the consumption
of Stock while performing a procedure. Monak
Healthcare helps to manage Inpatient
Admission, Discharge, Transfer (ADT) and related
Billing by seamlessly integrating with the bulk of
other useful features available in Monak.
• You can track your books of accounts using
Accounts module.
• Manage your staff's payroll, leaves, recruitment,

Features & Benefits
Out Patient Management
• Appointment scheduling
• Consultations, Prescriptions
• Patient health history and analytics
• Integrated workflows with Laboratory and
Pharmacy modules
• SMS/Email Notification
Inpatient Management
• Inpatient admission, treatment plans etc.
• Facility allotment, billing
• Service Units, Tasks management
• Notifications / alerts on various events
• Patient treatment summary, and various
other reports
Laboratory Management
• Billing
12
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appraisals, claims and much more with HR
module.
• Organize your Purchases and place an approval
system.
• Track and manage your Pharmacy Stock and
other supplies effectively.
• Manage your Fixed Assets purchases and sales,
depreciation and ensure timely maintenance.
• Receive online payments and Integrations with
other services including various Google
Services.

• Laboratory procedures
• Email/Print reports
• Configurable report templates
• Sample collection management
• Result ready notification by SMS
Pharmacy Management
• Stock management - batches with expiry, serial
numbers, auto reordering etc
• Stock balance, ageing reports
• Taxes, Price lists
• Purchase management
• Extensive Sales and Purchase reports
Accounting and HR
• Built on and integrated into Monak to give
you a happy user experience providing
• Complete Accounting and Finance management
• Readily available legal reports
• Payroll processing
• Employees, Attendance, Expense management

Key Benefits
• Paperless workflows
• Access anytime, anywhere
• Low infrastructure investment
• Mobile/Tablet friendly
• Strict SSL access
• Automated backups
• Half yearly/annual payment modes
• SMS integration

Patient
The Patient document corresponds to any
individual who is the recipient of healthcare
services and holds most details that are required
to identify and qualify a patient. All information
is presented on the Consultation screen for easy
lookup and update. Other data like observations,
vital signs etc. are recorded during patient
encounters and will be available as part of the
Patient Medical History. The Patient document
holds the Patient barcode and can be used in any
the default print formats or any Custom Print
Formats that you create for printing patient
identification tags.

Patient Appointment
Monak Healthcare allows for booking of Patient
appointments for any date and alert patients via
Email or SMS. Easily organize appointments for
each Practitioner based on their availability
schedules. Book appointments for a registered
Patient by searching for Patient by Patient ID,
Name, Email or Mobile number. It is also possible
to register a new Patient from the Appointment
screen itself.

Patient Portal
Monak Healthcare allows you to create a portal
user associated with a Patient.

Vital Signs
Monak Healthcare helps to capture Vital Signs of
Patients at any point in time. All Vitals
information over time can be viewed as part of

the Patient's Medical History. You can create a
new document and record Vital Signs of a Patient
directly.

Patient Encounter
Monak Healthcare records every encounter with
patients, create a Patient Encounter based on a
previously booked Appointment or directly by
creating a new Patient Encounter. It helps create
and record encounter details for every patient
from Patient Appointment, the Patient Encounter or the Patient master, can search for a Patient
by name, email phone number etc.
automatically populate enabling easy access to
relevant data. The Patient Details section lists the
latest Vital Signs record of the patient and other
information captured in the Patient screen.

Assessment
Encounter Impression section allows you to
select (or create new) Complaints and
Diagnosis based on the presented
complaints captured data in Patient
Encounter print by selecting the "In Print"
flag.

Order Entry
Prescribe medicines in the Drug Prescription
section by selecting the drug codes (Stock
Item) and appropriate dosages. Order a
laboratory investigation by Lab Tests
configured, you can select from the list. Key
in the Lab Test name to be printed as part
of the Prescription. Clinical Procedure to
performed in a similar fashion. The
Pharmacy (Sales / Accounts) User can fetch
medication and investigation orders from
Patient Encounter. Lab Tests can be
configured to be created automatically on
Sales Invoice submission in Healthcare
Settings. Procedure Orders can be fetched
using the Get Prescribed Procedures while
booking Appointment.
Monak | Alphamonak Solutions Limited
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Medical Coding
Attach Medical Codes to designate
Diagnosis.

Patient Medical History
Maintain accurate and complete medical records
of patients for healthcare practitioners and
providers. Draw up medical history of Patient
anytime by quickly searching and selecting the
Patient. Automatically keep track of all
Complaints, Diagnosis and other information
captured as part of a Patient Encounter, Vital
Signs, Lab Investigations, ordered Clinical
Procedures, Admissions etc.

Inpatient Record
Monak Healthcare captures the all details about
a Patient Admission. Inpatient Record is automatically created when a practitioner order an
admission, Healthcare Practitioner can order a
patient admission from the Patient Encounter
document using the Schedule Admission
button. This will automatically create an
Inpatient Record for the Patient in Admission
Scheduled status. The Inpatient admission officer
can then allot a vacant room to the Patient as
recommended by the referring practitioner in
the admission order. All details as provided by
the Practitioner in the admission order will be
made available in the Inpatient record, and the
dashboard will link to all other documents which
are created in the admission period, you are also
allowed to create new documents from the
dashboard.

Sample Collection
It's critical for a Laboratory to manage
collected samples and you may want to ID
the sample, print stickers etc. You can also
automate the creation of Sample Collection
document for each Lab Test Printing of
sample identification tags is also possible.

Lab Test
Monak Healthcare allows you to manage a clinical laboratory efficiently by allowing you to enter
Lab Tests and print or email test results, manage
samples collected, create Invoice etc. Monak
Healthcare comes pre-packed with some
frequently
ordered
tests,
you
can
reconfigure Lab Test Templates for each Test and
its result format or create new ones as explained
in Setting Up Laboratory configure Lab Test
Templates, create Lab Tests by selecting a Test
Template every time you create a Test. Manage a
clinical laboratory efficiently by entering Lab
Tests and print or email test results, manage
samples collected, create Invoice etc. It also
comes pre-packed with some frequently ordered
tests, reconfigurable Lab Test Templates for each
Test and its result format.
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Billing
Billing is an integral part of any undertaking and
Monak Healthcare achieves this by making use of
the Sales Invoice document in the
Monak Accounts module. It links Patient
document with Customer and all billable services
like, Lab Tests, Clinical Procedures, Consulting
Fees etc. with the Item document.

Inpatient ADT
Managing ADT (Admission, Discharge, Transfer)
in a busy Hospital is quite a tricky function and
Monak Healthcare eases this to a great extent. In
Monak Healthcare every patient admission is
managed using the Inpatient Record
document.

Admission
A Practitioner can order a patient for
admission from the Patient Encounter
screen. Order an admission by selecting
type of ward bed the Patient needs to be
admitted to, and any other admission

instructions for the staff. Create an
Inpatient Record for the Patient with all
instructions provided by the Practitioner.
Any
prescribed
medications
and
investigations or procedure orders as part
of the ordered Encounter will be carried to
the IP record. Inpatient admission officer
can see the Inpatient Record with status
Admission Scheduled and allot the Patient
the Ward as per the availability. The Admit
button in the Inpatient Record will allow
the admission officer to select a ward bed
for the Patient and process the admission.

Discharge
Order Discharge triggering the status of
the impatient Record to Discharge
Scheduled. The Practitioner can order an
inpatient's discharge through a Patient
Encounter or the Inpatient Record. Select
the contents of the Discharge Notes (or the
Discharge Summary) which gets updated
in the patient's Inpatient Record document.
The
practitioner
can
select
the
investigations, medications and procedures
which were included in the Patient's
treatment at the facility which are to be
printed in the discharge notes and
optionally add his comments to print.

Transfer
The Inpatient Record holds all data related
to the Patient's stay at the facility including
all the wards beds (Service Unit) utilized.
You can always transfer a patient from one
Service Unit to another using the Transfer
button.

MANUFACTURING
MANAGEMENT
Monak manufacturing model streamlines your
entire
manufacturing
process
from
planning and scheduling through sequencing
and execution to monitoring and analysis to
improving efficiency along your entire value
chain. It uses a customer oriented manufacturing
approach and is compatible with the kanban
methodologies. Using real-time tracking and
analysis, you can identify and fix problems before
they become customer issues.
Monak improves your responsiveness to
demand volatility by accelerating the planning
process and facilitating fast changes in product
execution. In addition, the software ensures
product quality and regulatory compliance by
helping you track and monitor requirements
across all plants and enterprise wide operations.
The Manufacturing module in Monak helps you
to maintain multi-level Bill of Materials (BOMs)
for your Items, cost your products, plan production, create production orders for your production shop floors and plan inventory by getting
your material requirement via Material
Requirements Planning.

Reports
Among the reports generated from the
manufacturing module are; Opened
Production Orders, Production Orders in
Progress, Issued Items Against Production
Order, Completed Production Orders,
Production Analytics.

STOCK / INVENTORY
MANAGEMENT
With its warehouse centric design, the Inventory
Management module can save you time and
money. You can track costs and sales histories by
warehouse and manage assemble-to-order or
build-to-order kits. You also retain complete
inventory visibility by tracking your stock
transfers both within and between warehouses.
Down time turns into up time since you’ll be able
to take orders during inventory cycle counting.
You can even attach images to inventory items
and organize your products into a
comprehensive catalog, which translates to easy
item lookup in both the Sales Order and
Purchase
Order
modules.
Inventory
Management fully supports raw material and
finished goods lot control and serial number
tracking in addition to physical inventory counts.
Monak can track your inventory in as much detail
as required. You can create products or services
establish minimum and maximum stock levels,
create any number of warehouses and grouping
of
items
with
multi-unit
of
measurement and with serial and batch number
tracking. This enable you to reduce inventory
costs, have complete supply chain visibility,
manage quality, forecast and plan and state
inventory accurately in financial reports.

Reports and Analytics
Among the reports that can be generated
under this module are:
• Item-wise Price List Rates
• Stock Analytics
• Delivery Note Trends
• Purchase Receipt Trends
• Stock Ledger reports
• Stock Balances
• Projected Stock Quantities
• Stock Summaries
• Stock Ageing
• Items Ordered To Be Delivered
• Purchase Order Items To Be Received
• Item Shortage Reports
• Requested Items To Be Transferred
• Batch-Wise Balance History
• Batch Item Expiry Statuses
• Item Prices
• Item-wise Recommended Reorder Levels

WORKFLOW
MANAGEMENT
Define, execute and automate business
processes with Monak Workflow where tasks,
information or documents are passed from one
participant to another for action, according to a
set of procedural rules. This allows your
organization to coordinate tasks between
people and synchronize data between systems,
with the ultimate goal of improving efficiency,
responsiveness and profitability thereby leading
to improved productivity, process transparency,
faster business reaction time and improved
accountability
Monak Workflows allows you to automate the
flow of employee tasks and activities, reducing
the time process take to complete as well as
potential errors caused by human interaction.
Workflows makes processes more efficient,
compliant, agile, and visible by ensuring that
every process step is explicitly defined,
monitored over time, and optimized for

maximum
productivity.
Given
optimal,
up-to-the-minute process data, managers and
employees can take quicker action and make
smarter
decisions.
Monak
workflows
empower business users and IT to work together
to rapidly modify systems and processes to
reflect changes in the business.

REJECTED

Enhanced Security
Security measures in any business is a key
factor, which is monitored and managed.
Monak, comes with several security
features present in the software and
security levels which can be assigned to
different level of personnel’s in the
organization. Using complex security levels
to implement a robust System, you are
assured that the confidentiality and
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integrity of data is protected. Monak
provides the following security features out
of the box:
• User level security in the form of Role
based and Rule based User access
Permissions.
• Module level security ensuring that a
User can only access modules they have

been explicitly granted access to.
• Field level security enforces document
level and form level access.
• Secure access ensures that User Login can
be restricted to a specific time of day,
specific IP Address or Subnet.
• Enforce strong and complex passwords
with just a click of a button.

• Secure connection ensures that all traffic
between the user and the server is
encrypted, making use of Https protocol
only.
• Activity Logging ensures that all user
activities are logged by default for audit
purposes.

WHY MONAK ERP?
Increased Productivity
• Enhance cost control through unified
management of vital business processes across
your business.
• Enhance efficiency by extending the reach of
business processes throughout and beyond
the enterprise.
• Fast-track response to market changes and
competitive challenges.

Reduced costs through increased
flexibility
• Enhance process standardization, proficiency,
and flexibility by utilizing service-oriented
enterprise architecture
• Gain access to transactions, information, and
collaborative activities across your business
• Add functionality as needed to support
evolving business requirements
• Enhance process normalization, efficiency, and
adaptability

Faster, Higher Return on
Investment (RoI)
• Use swift implementation methods that cost
less than half of what traditional approaches cost.
• Achieve rapid access to needed functionality
through predetermined defaults and
prepackaged, industry specific versions.
• Improve the value of existing software
investments by increasing their use
throughout the enterprise

Optimized IT spending
• Cut IT costs by tightly integrating and
optimizing core business processes
• Reduce capital outlay by eliminating the need
to purchase third-party software
• Lower costs by standardizing enterprise
software on a single integration platform
• Enable faster, more cost-effective business
expansion by eliminating the complexity of
managing homegrown or heterogeneous
software applications
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P. O. Box CT 7539
Cantonments, Accra, Ghana
+233 548472390 / +233 500031192
info@alphamonak.com
www.alphamonak.com

The content of this publication is for
information purpose only. It is not intended
to form any contract for a Business solution
with Alphamonak Solutions, its subsidiaries
or business partners. Features may vary
based on the version release. The application
should be verified to check the availability of
the required features. No liability for errors
will be accepted.

